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OpenChain Compliance
Specification… Adapted

FOSS Compliance best practice: OpenChain
The Specification!

The Process!

Note: ISO
standard
now

The
website!
www.openchainproject.org
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https://compliance.linuxfoundation.org/
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The Open Source Review process crosses disciplines, including engineering, business, and legal
teams. It should be interactive to ensure all those groups correctly understand the issues and can
create clear, shared guidance.
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Example of Compliance Management End-to-End Process
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Adaptation of OpenChain for Public Administrations
Use OpenChain as schema for the project
• Specification has 5 Requirements + Conformance check
• Program Foundation: FOSS Policy, Competence, Awareness, Scope, Licenses
• Roles and Tasks: Access points, (human) Resources
• Review and Approval: Bill of Materials, License Compliance,
• Evidence (Artefacts): Compliance Artefacts
• FOSS Engagement: Contributions to projects

Adapt to Public Administration
•
•
•
•

Simplify processes
Distinguish R+D/Innovation and production projects
Set up Open Source Competence Centre/Project Office
Collaborative sharing among public entities as a “supply chain”?

Implementation Objectives
Overall mission
Establish FOSS Policy and Procedures to enable and support use and development of FOSS and ensure
Licensing Compliance in PA FOSS projects

Goals
Establish institutional
position and high level
policy regarding FOSS

Establish roles,
procedures and
documents/templates
to support the FOSS
Policy

Implement policy and
verify compliance of
existing and new
projects

Train of staff in FOSS
management

Method: Keep if fairly agile: iterations - Pilot projects with staff feedback

Promote Culture
change

PROJECT PLAN – FIRST ITERATIONS
LEVEL

TASKS

DELIVERABLRES

POLICY

Create FOSS Policy
Adapt for PA

FOSS POLICY DOCUMENT
Start simple, Progressively Updated
version

Design, develop all model
documents, processes, and
identify tools for FOSS
compliance
Design “competence centre” and
FOSS Core Team: knowledge
base for FOSS reference in PA

FOSS compliance design and
documentation (templates, flow
charts, “How-to” and other docs)
Documentation for Competence
Centre, integrated with existing Dept
processes and documentation
Tools to embed in PA platforms

Deploy processes and
documents and tools iteratively
through several projects, fine
tuning

FOSS documents, tools and Artefacts
for 1 → 3 projects
1st project independently
2 and 3 project nearly in parallel.

Develop adapted training
materials for all PA-IT staff
Integrate into online learning
environment
Run courses iteratively (groups
of 5-10 IT staff)

Training materials
Online course delivered for identified
groups
Update and Feedback

DESIGN

IMPLEMENT

TRAIN

FIRST ITERATION

Initiate

• Stage 1: Understand FOSS
Program Foundation
• Stage 2: Establish FOSS Task
definition, Processes,
Documentation

Development

• Stages 3 – 5: Implementation
of FOSS Program

First deliverables
FOSS Program Policy and Scope
FOSS Program procedures
FOSS Program documents
FOSS Program Tools and infrastructure
Piloting
Define first pilots and team

Setup FOSS Competence Centre / Project Office
The creation of the Open Source Project Office (OSPO):

• Focus for understanding and awareness of FOSS
• Establish processes and materials
• Clearance processes
• Long term ensurance of Compliance (repository,source code,licenses)
• Training materials and process for researchers

• Q+A for IT and Project management staff
• Coordination among PA centres, University, Private Sector,
Community

First iteration:

FOSS Project Office (OSPO)

4 initial sprints

Infrastructure

Dimensioning and
defining the scope of
the CC

Defining and setting
up the
infrastructrure

Pilot Projects

Building a
community

o Define the repository
o Define a set of tools for software review and
management

-

Repository set up
List of operative tools

-

Project plan
Bill of materials
Artefacts
Compliance certificates

-

Periodic newsletter
Email address
Community infrastructure: repository and Slack channel
Information repo: FOSS protocol, license compatibilities,
Training materials

o Define set of tools for projects management

Piots

o Retrospective with previous pilots
o Identifying new pilot projects and plan

o Working with each project

Community

o Artefacts/evidences productions
• Email address for FOSS inquiries (external and
internal)
• Creating a protocol for addressing inquiries
• Communicating the FOSS compliance protocol
• FOSS forum + Newsletter
• Community infrastructure

Barcelona Free Software
Management Guidelines

Barcelona Free Software Management Guidelines
https://www.barcelona.cat/digitalstandards/en/free-soft/0.2/introduction
• Introduction
Barcelona City Council has a policy for using and developing free software which is set out in the Government
Measure: Free software and agile development of public administration services, approved in October 2017.
This policy includes a series of principles and guidelines that are outlined in the following documents, annexed
to the measure:
• Technology Code of Practice
• Guide to Technological Sovereignty
• Guide to Public ICT Procurement
This Guide spells out these principles and guidelines in a series of measures and recommendations to help staff
of the Municipal Institute of Information Technology (IMI), the ICT body of the Barcelona City Council, in their
daily work on projects based on free software. It covers aspects such as:
• Looking for and designing solutions
• Service procurement
• Developing, implementing and maintaining information systems
• Participation in free software communities

Document organization
This Guide contains a series of guidelines that we have divided into:
• Measures that must be adopted and implemented in all projects.
• Recommendations that do not have to be followed but which could be useful in certain
situations.

Each measure, recommendation or alternative consists of:
• A unique identifier throughout the document.
• A list of tags.

The tags help to restrict when and in what types of projects each measure
and recommendation are important. For example, they can serve to
generate a checklist of things that project management needs to check.

Tags for UseCases and
Project Phases

e.g. Day 1 actions

E.g. Measures

e.g. Legal aspects

Barcelona Free Software Management
Guidelines
• Complete handbook for setting up, running and releasing open source
and open source based projects
• Indexed and tagged for easy re.use
• Open content license on GitHub→ please adapt, improve and
translate

Conclusions
• Industry is going far far far … faster than Public Administration
• Many tools and best practices out there that are NOT being used by
Pas… even best practices created by PAs!
• FOSS is 50% change management and 50% about people and
community
• In PA, a change of government often means change of (top) staff

• To implement any best practices or OSPO
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the specific issues of your Public Administration
Essential to be Agile
Have drinks with the boss and work hand in hand with an internal champion
Apply change management techniques and look for quick wins
Build Community

